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1 Catalogue of burials 

The following catalogue is confined to articulated burials which have been 

classified as being either pagan Saxon or the victims of execution in the late 

Saxon period. Classification has been based on the following factors: 

1) the presence o! grave goods indicative of a pagan burial; 

2) the shape and appearance o! the graves - those believed to be pagan 

were more spacious and were cut deeper into the natural chalk while thpse 

believed to be executions were usually in shallow graves directly overlying or 

barely cutting the chalk; 

3) the position o! the human remains - those believed to be pagan 

appeared to have been laid to rest with a degree of care while the executions 

were less carefully positioned, often in cramped graves; 

4) the observation o! probable indicators o! execution - only present in 

the case of 8506 where the right forearm was found to be crossed behind the 

back with both wrists meeting by the left side of the body indicating that 

they had been tied. 
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S506 

Grave: Shallow grave just penetrating natural chalk. Brown silty soily fill 
with occasional-moderate small lumps of redeposited chalk. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: Head lO-15cms from western end, feet 
against eastern end. 

Position of body: Extended supine burial but with upper part of body 
inclining towards the south and head facing this way. Right forearm crosses 
below lumbar vertebrae - both wrists meet by left side of body indicating 
that they were tied. 

Orientation: 248 0 Preservation of bone: Good 

Relationship to other features/burials: Uncertain to S537 as cuts and fills 
merge with no obvious distinction - possibly buried at the same time? 

Disturbance: Slight J.C.B. damage to skull. 

Finds: Quantity of small black seeds in region of lower right ribs. 

Classification: Execution 

OD of chalk around top of grave cut/articulated body: 93.4m (E), 93.46m (W) 
OD of chalk at bottom of grave: 93.22m(E), 93.29m (W) 

Plates: 7 

Figs: 2 

Notes: Specialist report on seeds and other probable stomach contents by 
Nick Branch appears in text. 
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5511 

Grave: Possibly very slight depression in natural but basically resting 
on surface of natural chalk. No clear edges. Brown silty soil with 
occasional small lumps of redeposited chalk. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: 

Position of body: Supine, probably with legs extended but only one femur 
fragment survives. 

Orientation: 243 0 Preservation of bone: Fair --> Good 

Relationship to other features/burials: Probably cut by (or cut) 543 but 
relationship did not survive archaeologically. 

Disturbance: As above plus slight site machining damage - likely earlier 
disturbance at head end also. 

Finds: SF 19 - two sherds of prehistoric (Bronze Age) pottery. 

Classification: Execution 

00 of chalk around top of grave cut/articulated body: 93.63m (E), 93.60m (W) 
00 of chalk at bottom of grave: 93.49m 

Plates: 1, 9 

Figs: 2 

Notes: 
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S515 

Grave: Near vertical sided grave cut 45-50cms into natural chalk. Fill 
was a mixture of brown silty soil and small lumps'of deposited chalk with 
occasional flint nodules. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: Not cramped - skull 25cms from west 
end. feet 35cms from east end. Centrally placed. 

Position of body:· Extended supine burial with arms crossed over the waist 
and hands just to the left of centre. 

Orientation: 270 0 Preservation of bone: Poor --) Fair 

Relationship to other features/burials: Cut by modern feature 527 but no 
damage to skeleton. 

Disturbance: A number of displaced small bones (e.g. fingers) and small 
fragments of bone were found in the fill - small rodent sized burrows found 
in fill may have been source of disturbance. 

Finds: SF5 - sherd of prehistoric (Bronze Age) pottery. 
SFB - tiny undatable fragment of brick or tile (presumably from 

dis turbance) . 
SF15 - prehistoric (Bronze Age) rim sherd. 
SF20 - iron knife (between right foot and end of grave). 

Classification: Pagan 

OD of chalk around top of grave cut/articulated body: 93.30m (E). 93.33m (W) 
OD of chalk at bottom of grave: 92.B3m (E). 93.B6m (W) . 

Plates: 2 

Figs: 2. 4 (finds) 

Notes: 
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S517 

Grave: Steep-sided grave cut some 32cms into natural chalk. Fill of brown 
silty soil with small lumps of redeposited chalk. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: Not cramped - skull c17cms from west 
end, feet 25cms from east end. Body centrally placed. 

Position of body: Extended supine burial. 

Orientation: 264.5° Preservation of bone: Poor 

Relationship to other features/burials: Cut by modern feature 514 but no 
damage to skeleton. Partly below modern concrete path. 

Disturbance: 

Finds:, SF1 
SF4 

SF14 

Minor to upper filIon southern side by 514. 

- pottery sherd {probably Roman}. 
- pair of bronze pins - one in vicinity of neck and one between 

the knees may suggest body wrapped in a shroud}. 
- iron knife - left side of waist angled across body, point 

downwards. 
Flint - several waste flakes. 

Classification: Pagan 

OD of chalk around top of grave cut/articulated body: 93.39m {E} 
OD of chalk at bottom of grave: 93.07m {E}, 9302m (W) 

Plates: 3 

Figs: 2, 4 {finds} 

Notes: --
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5521 

Grave: near vertical sided grave cut c2.5cms into the natural chalk. Fill 
was a brown silty soil with moderate small lumps of redeposited chalk. 
Long but narrow grave cut. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: Head 10-15cms from west end, feet 
15-20cms from east end but grave was narrow - arms and legs close to sides. 

Position of body: Extended supine burial with arms by each side of the body. 

Orientation: 257.5° Preservation of bone: Poor 

Relationship to other features/burials: Cut by 503 but no damage to skeleton. 

Disturbance: Slight disturbance of fill in south west corner where cut by 
503 but no damage to skeleton. 

Finds: SF11 - small bronze buckle with attached strap fastenings and traces 
of iron rivets. Could take strap 1cm wide. Right side of 
waist. 

SF12 - iron knife located to the left of the waist angled across 
the body, point downwards 

Classification: Pagan 

OD of chalk around top of grave cut/articulated body: 93.46m (E), 93.40m (W) 
OD of chalk at bottom of grave: 93.22m (E), 93.18m (W) 

Plates: 4 

Figs: 2, 4 (finds) 

Notes: 
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8522 

Grave: Shallow cut through surface of natural chalk at eastern end 
{c15cms}, though cut was marginal at western end and skull {missing} may 
have rested over uncut natural. Brown silty soily fill with occasional 
small lumps of redeposited chalk. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: Grave apparently quite narrow so probably 
cramped. 

Position of body: Surviving bones indicate extended supine burial. 
Surviving right humerus fragments show upper arm by the side of the body. 

Orientation: 252.5° {best estimate} Preservation of bone: Good 

Relationship to other features/burials: Cut by 510. 

Disturbance: Much of lower body removed by 510. .Earlier disturbance 
removed most of skull. 

Finds: 

Classification: Execution 

OD of chalk around top of grave cut/articulated body: 93.53m 
OD of chalk at bottom of grave: 93.45m 

Plates: 9 

Figs: 2 

Notes: 
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5529 

Grave: Near vertical sided grave cut c43cms into natural chalk. Upper 
fill of brown silty soil with occasional-moderate quantities of small chalk 
lumps. Lower fill {bottom 10-15cms} was 80-90% redeposited chalk and 
covered all bones. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: Not cramped - skull 7cms from west end, 
feet 15cms from east end. 

Position of body: Supine burial with arms by the sides and legs bent at the 
knees lying close to the northern side of the grave. Would have been room 
in the grave to have extended legs. 

Orientation: 257 0 Preservation of bone: Fair 

Relationship to other features/burials: 

Disturbance: Evidence of burrowing in the fill with fragments of displaced 
bone in some of the burrows. 

Finds: SF2 
SF3 
SF6 
SF7 
SF16 

- Roman greyware sherd. 
- sherd of prehistoric pottery {probably Bronze Age}. 
- sherd of prehistoric pottery {probably Bronze Age}. 
- tiny fragment of daub. 
- 3 tiny scraps of prehistoric pottery. One tiny scrap of 

shell-tempered pottery {presumably introduced via 
dis turbance} . 

Flint - 3 struck flint flakes. 

Classification: Pagan 

OD of chalk around top of grave cut/articulated body: 93.14m {E}, 93.13m (W) 
aD of chalk at bottom of grave: 92.71m {E}, 92.69m {W} 

Plates: 5 

Figs: 2 

Notes: 
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S530 

Grave: Near vertical sided and deeply cut into natural chalk (70cms deep) -
apparently a child's grave. Upper fill brown silty soil mixed with small 
lumps of redeposited chalk; lower fill much more chalk. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: Not cramped - skull c17cms from west; 
surviving tibia fragments 25cms from east. Body centrally placed. 

Position of body: Presumably an extended supine burial from surv1v1ng 
remains.- Skull fragments just south of centre and suggest skull may have 
faced this way. 

Orientation: 271 0 Preservation of bone: Poor 

Relationship to other features/burials: 

Disturbance: Very slight modern disturbance to top of cut on southern side. 

Finds: 

Classification: Pagan 

OD of chalk around top of grave cut/articulated body: 93.38m 
OD of chalk at bottom of grave: 92.68m (E), 92.67m (W) 

Plates: 6 

Figs: 2 

Notes: 
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5537 

Grave: Shallow cut in the natural chalk. Possibly buried at the same time as 
S506 as cut end fills merged with no obvious distinction. Fill was a brown 
silty soil with small lumps of redeposited chalk. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: Head against western end. feet against 
eastern end. 

Position of body: Extended supine burial with hands by each side. Head to 
one side (looking south) and slight curve to spine. 

Orientation: 228 0 Preservation of bone: Good 

Relationship to other features/burials: Uncertain relationship to S506. 
Apparently disturbed an additional burial as 2 extra femurs in fill. 

Disturbance: Additional femur in fill - implies S537 cuts at least one 
unknown burial. Legs beneath modern wall but no disturbance from foundations. 

Finds: SF10 
SF13 
SF22 
Flint 

- tiny ILl-shaped iron fragment. 
- plain Roman greyware sherd (possibly 4th century AD). 
- iron buckle with copper alloy spike. 

broken blade. retouched on both sides. 

Classification: Execution 

OD of chalk around top of grave cut/articulated body: 93.43m 
OD of chalk at bottom of grave: 93.25m (W) 

Plates: 7 

Figs: 2. 4 (SF22) 

Notes: 
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S542 

Grave: No evidence of a cut - remains on surface of natural chalk. Brown 
silty soil with occasional small lumps of redeposited chalk. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: Not visible. 

Position of body: Only ribs of right hand side, one or two L.H.S. ribs and 
one or two vertebrae survive. 

Orientation: 249 0 (approx) Preservation of bone: Good 

Relationship to other features/burials: Cut by 510 and wall foundations. 

Disturbance: Much - recent wall foundations, cable trench 510 and probably 
other unknown. 

Finds: 

Classification: Execution 

OD of chalk at bottom of grave: 93.50m 

Plates: 

Figs: 2 

Notes: Orientation is approximate down line of surviving vertebrae. 
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S543 

Grave: Narrow over-short cut into natural chalk. Brown silty soily fill 
with small lumps of redeposited chalk. 2-5cms of soily fill below most of· 
skeleton. 

Relationship of grave and occupant: Body squashed into short narrow grave. 
Skull partly upright against western end. Vertebrae twisted as a result of 
cramped conditions. 

Position of body: Extended supine but cramped. Right arm out of place - top 
of humerus below skull. Hands by sides but not parallel due to position of 
right arm. 

Orientation: 249 0 Preservation of bone: Good 

Relationship to other features/burials: Cut by 510 (part of left arm 
missing) . 

Disturbance: Part of left arm missing due to disturbance by 510. Partly 
below and fill disturbed by foundations to site boundary wall. 

Finds: Waste flake, not retouched. 

Classification: Execution 

OD of chalk around top of grave cut/articulated body: 93.49m 
OD of chalk at bottom of grave: 93.35m (E), 93.22m (W) 

Plates: 9 

Figs: 2 

Notes: --
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2 Catalogue of Features 

Other than the definite graves which have been listed above the remaining 

features on site were either: 1} possible graves; 2} post holes; 3} clearance 

features; or 4} modern disturbances. 

a Possible burials 516 and 538 

516 Measured 1m long x O.43m wide x O.12m deep and was thought to be a 

possible child's grave largely because of its shape and orientation. 

This feature had a fill of small chalk, lumps mixed with dark brown soil 

and was more 'soily' than the clearance features identified. No finds 

were recovered but it is possible that the bones of a baby or small 

child may have perished. 

538 Was O.40m deep but was cut by a sewer-pipe trench (539) so its other 

dimensions are not known. Its fill consisted of small chalk lumps mixed 

with dark brown soil and contained a small fragment of human bone. The 

orientation of this feature indicated that it may have been a grave and 

its depth, for reasons discussed in the text, suggested that a pagan 

burial was most likely. 

b Post Holes 532, 534, 540, 541, 544, 545, 546, 547, 548 

532 Measured O.40m wide x O.34m deep but ran outside the limits of 

excavation so is of unknown length. Fill was a dark brown soil mixed 

with chalk lumps with a greater concentration of the latter down the 

southern side possibly indicating packing around a post. 
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534 Measured 0.60m long x 0.52m wide x 0.30m deep and was roughly square 

with a flat bottom. Fill was a dark brown soil with occasional small 

lumps of flint and chalk. Cut the unexcavated fill of a clearance 

feature. 

540 Measured 0.80m long x 0.55m wide x 0.40m deep and had vertical sides 

with a flat base. Feature had two distinct fills - the main fill was a 

brown silty soil with occasional small chalk lumps while to the 

north-west the fill contained a large quantity of redeposited chalk 

lumps with some flint nodules loosely packeq in a grey brown soily 

matrix. There was a vertical division between each fill layer and a 

post-pipe surrounded by rubble packing is probably indicated. 

541 Measured 0.55m long x 0.45m wide x 0.25m deep and had vertical sides 

with a flat base. Fill was a mid-dark brown soil with occasional chalk 

lumps and contained several dark loose humic patches which were 

indicative of root activity and were possible sources of finds 

contamination. 

544 Measured 0.50m wide x 0.32m deep but its length was observed by modern 

concreting. The feature was steep - vertically sided with a flat base 

and had a brown soily fill with occasional chalk lumps. 

545 Measured 0.53m wide x 0.20m deep but its length was obscured by a modern 

disturbance. Feature was steep sided with a flat base and had a fill of 

mid brown silty soil with occasional chalk lumps. 
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546 Measured O.37m wide x O.15m deep but its length was obscured by a modern 

disturbance. Feature had a rounded profile and a fill of mid brown 

silty soil with occasional chalk fragments. 

547 Measured O.60m long x O.36m wide x O.24m deep and was sided with a 

flat base. The fill was a mid brown silty soil with occasional small 

chalk lumps. 

548 Measured O.57m long x O.36m wide x O.12m deep and had a rounded profile. 

This possible post hole had a brown soily fill with occasional small 

chalk and flint lumps and cut the unexcavated fill of a clearance 

feature. 

C Clearance Features 

This category includes various irregularly shaped features which lacked 

definite cuts or had only a part-cut edge and are believed to represent the 

sites of former bushes and trees or clearances of these. In general they had 

, a loose disturbed or redeposited chalk lump fill in a patchy grey brown soil 

matrix with frequent air pockets. In some cases edges of solid natural chalk 

could be followed for short distances but these were discontinuous and the 

majority of features showed little or no signs of deliberate cutting. During 

the excavation it became clear that no worthwhile information would come from 

the complete removal of such fills, though each feature was sampled to ensure 

that its interpretation was correct and there no need to distinguish these 

by individual context numbers on plan. The largest of the disturbances was 

O.70m deep but most were much shallower varying between O.12m and O.34m in 

depth. The age of these clearance features is unknown though some were cut by 

clearly modern features and two were cut by the post holes 534 and 548 which 
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unfortunately are also undated. In 1985 522 was observed to cut a similar 

clearance feature suggesting that at least some may be of Saxon or earlier 

date (Poulton 1989). 

d Modern features 

This category includes a number of clearly late features such as a concrete 

lamp post setting, three electric cable trenches, a sewer pipe trench, a 

soakaway (keyhole-shaped on plan) and a garden flowerbed. Only those 

mentioned in the text have been numbered on plan and none warrant further 

discussion. 

3 Catalogue of Finds 

Pottery 

The prehistoric pottery is believed to be of Middle Bronze Age date except 

where other dates have been suggested. 

500 (Unstratified material). 1 prehistoric sherd with calcined flint 

inclusions. 1 coarse sandy early medieval 

510 1 prehistoric sherd with frequent calcined flint inclusions decorated 

with finger-tip impressions - possibly Neolithic. 1 prehistoric or 

Saxon sherd with a dark sandy fabric. 1 late Roman greyware rim sherd 

(Alice Holt type). 

S511 1 prehistoric rim sherd with calcined flint inclusions (possibly mid 

Neolithic but more probably Late Bronze Age). 1 prehistoric sherd with 

inclusions of calcined flint and grog. 
18 



8515 2 prehistoric sherds (one rim) with calcined flint inclusions. 

8517 1 body sherd with a single band of linear decoration - probably Roman. 

8529 2 prehistoric sherds with calcined flint and grog inclusions. 3 tiny 

scraps of prehistoric pottery again with calcined flint inclusions. 1 

Roman greyware sherd. 1 tiny scrap of shell-tempered pottery (late 11th 

- early 13th century) believed to be contamination introduced via a 

rodent burrow. 

8537 1 plain Roman greyware sherd (possibly of 4th century AD date). 

547 2 tiny scraps of prehistoric pottery with calcined flint inclusions. 

Tile, brick, daub 

8515 1 tiny undatable brick or tile fragment - presumably contamination. 

8529 1 tiny daub fragment. 

541 1 medieval or post-medieval tile fragment believed to be contamination 

for reasons given in the text. 

Flint 

500 2 waste flakes. 1 natural pebble apparently with some retouching and 

possibly used as a scraper. 

510 4 waste flakes. 
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5517 6 waste flakes. 

5529 3 struck flint flakes and 2 possibly struck pieces. 

536 1 waste flake from blade production - 1 flake possibly used a burin. 

5537 1 blade fragment (broken) retouched on both sides. 

5543 1 waste flake. 

Small finds 

These have been adequately described in the appropriate part of the text but 

have been listed here for cross reference purposes. 5ee drawings (fig 4). 

5515 Iron knife. 

5517 Iron knife and 2 copper alloy spiral-headed pins. 

5521 Iron knife and bronze buckle. 

5537 1 iron buckle with copper alloy spike and one'L'-shaped iron lump. 
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4 CataLogue ot human remains trom the GobLin Works, Ashtead 

by Tony Waldron 

This catalogue indicates the state of preservation of each inhumation and 

gives an estimation of the total amount of the skeleton present. The age, sex 

and height of each skeleton are given where these could be determined; the 

method used in each case is shown in brackets. Each estimate of height (in 

metres) is accompanied by its standard error. 

Inhumations 

5506 Substantially intact skeleton lacking only some small bones of the hands 

and feet. 

Female (pelvis, skull) 

25-35 (pubic symphysis, dental wear) 

1.57 ± 0.0372 (left femur) 

5511 Partial skeleton lacking left leg, distal right femur and right lower 

leg, left lower arm, most of left pelvis, both scapulae and most of 

skull; c50%. 

Male (pelvis) 

Adult 

1.66 ± 0.0432 (left radius) 

5515 Substantially intact but almost entirely lacking axial skeleton; both 

scapulae missing and some small bones of the hands and feet; c66%. 

Male (skull) 

35-45 (dental wear) 

1.69 ± 0.0037 (right tibia) 
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S517 Fragmentary skeleton represented by skull fragments; fragments of right 

upper and lower arm and both legs; c33%. 

Male (skull ) 

45-55 (dental wear) 

S521 Incomplete and poorly preserved skeleton represented by some teeth and 

remains of shaft 9f all principal limb bones except left radius; c25%. 

Sex unknown. 

45-55 (dental wear) 

S522 Poorly preserved adult skeleton represented by parts of left humerus, 

both distal femora and both lower legs and some vertebral, rib and skull 

fragments. A few teeth survived; c33%. 

Sex unknown. 

S529 Substantially intact adult skeleton but poorly preserved; c90%. 

Female (pelvis) 

1.55 ± 0.0372 (left femur) 

S530 Very fragmentary infant skeleton represented only by skull fragments and 

by fragments of left humerus and all left bones; c15%. 

Infant· «5) . 

S537 Virtually intact robust skeleton; lacks only some small bones· of hands 

and feet. 

Male (pelvis, skull) 

25-35 (pubic symphysis, dental wear) 

1.71 ± 0.0299 (left femur + tibia) 
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S542 Extremely fragmentary adult skeleton represented by some vertebral and 

rib fragments; c10%. 

S543 Virtually complete skeleton lacking left lower arm, both pubic bones, 

both ischial tuberosities and some small bones of the hands and feet; 

c90%. 

Male (pelvis, skull) 

15-25 (dental eruption, epiphyseal fusion) 

Disarticulated bone 

Identified bone only 

500 Proximal left infant femur; two mid-shaft fragments of adult femur; 

occipital fragment. 

505 Proximal left femur (head diameter 50mm; probably male); distal left 

femur (not a pair with the first); mid-shaft fragment of fibula. 

510 Distal right humerus of infant; fragment of juvenile right tibia;' 

occipital fragment; right capitate; two proximal phalanges of the hand; 

one cervical, eight thoracic and one lumbar vertebrae; proximal left 

ulna; proximal left femur; fragments of left and right femoral heads; 

fragment of right acetabulum; left navicular. 

S537 Right hamate; left patella; left cuneiform; mid-shaft fragment of 

fibula. 
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